South Midland Bid Questions – Received via Email after Addendum #2:
1) Q: Per note on sheet 185, it states tree protection 12lf of boulders to be included in the work.
Under which bid item is “included in the work”. Block Facing?
A: Yes, this should be included in item 504-04410 Block Facing for Wall 8.
2) Q: From the sign tabulation sheet on page # 218, it seems the bid quantity for sign panel class 1
of 32 sf does not match the quantity of signs times area of signs.
A: The bid quantity should be 72 sf. This will be revised in the SAQ and bid schedule.
3) Q: Per summary of quantities for waterline on sheet # 14, there is a quantity of 241 tons of class
6. What scope of work (description) is for this quantity?
A: This subtotal quantity should be in the Retaining Walls column instead of the Waterline
column.
4) Q: Plan sheet #32 shows the 8” Plastic Pipe Sewer-Quantity of 58 lf. Under which bid item is
coring the existing manhole and installing a clean out to be included?
A: Coring of the existing manhole and installing a cleanout will not be paid for separately but
shall be included in the cost of the sewerline installation (item 604-83108).
5) Q: 5) Per plan sheet 233 and sheet 240, Phase 1B and 2B, the traffic is to be reduced to one
lane for construction of the uphill and downhill retaining walls. During these situations will the
lane rental rates apply for these areas?
A: Yes, the lane rental rates apply to these areas. The lane rental fees for this area have been
included in the calculation of the F/A amount.
6) Q: I do not see a pay item for the items listed in section 240 of the specifications. Will those be
added on the next addendum?
A: Items 240-00000 Wildlife Biologist (Qty = 32 Hours) and 240-000010 Removal of Nests (Qty =
8 Hours) will be added to the bid schedule.
7) Q: Pay item 604-39015 Manhole Special (15 foot) is this the same as the Manhole Special (20
Foot that is described in the project specials?
A: Yes, these refer to the same manhole (9L3 on sheet 108)
8) Q: Sheets 1 and 2 of the demo plans call for the removal of 1102 LF of concrete barrier. How is
this paid?
A: Item 202-01140 Removal of Guardrail Type 4
9) Q: Sheet 126 shows 67.88 LF of 15” HDPE. Is that correct? There is no pay item for this
installation on the bid schedule.
A: This is 18” HDPE and this was addressed in previous addenda.
10) Q: Bid items Shotcrete(final facing) and Shotcrete Sculpting would have several possibilities for
construction and share common components. The way that each pay item is described sounds

good to some and leaves the possibility of abandoning the sculpting option. Could these two bid
items be reconsidered as alternate final facing bid items.?
A: The City intends to sculpt the final shotcrete face. The bid items allow the final shotcrete and
sculpting to be decoupled in the event that separate subcontractors are performing these items.
Therefore, these two items will not be revised to alternate bid items.

A revised Bid Schedule will be provided with a future addendum after all questions are received. In the
meantime, the following table summarizes the current revisions that will be incorporated into the
revised Bid Schedule. These revisions supplement the previous revisions noted in Addendum #1 and
Addendum #2.
CDOT REF.
NO.

CONTRACT ITEM

UNIT

QTY

COMMENT

240-00000 WILDLIFE BIOLOGIST

HOUR

32

Added item

240-00010 REMOVAL OF NESTS

HOUR

8

Added item

614-00011 SIGN PANEL (CLASS I)

SF

72

Revised quantity

